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SHOWCASE I BRAND

BESPOKE OPULENCE

Temple Town founded by designer Meera Pyarelal is beautiful Indian

handmade furniture connoisseur brand of refined luxury.

After two decades of working in the interiors industry designer, Meera Pyarelal

decided to set up her own eponymous brand Temple Town with the aim of

designing and manufacturing sophisticated pieces of furniture. Based out of

Thrissur, the cultural capital of Kerala, Temple Town offers a wide range of

bespoke services, from one-off furniture designs to complete designing and

execution for an entire home or apartment. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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TIMELESS

SURFACES

Orvi’s mission is to create innovative and uniquely beautiful surfaces for all

parts of the building envelope; both for interior and exterior applications. Their

portfolio of collections presents a diverse menu of distinctive styles and

concepts. Orvi creates shapes, patterns, finishes incorporating wood, timber,

glass, ceramic and metal to the specific needs and requirements of their

clients. 

The inspiration behind Orvi is Sanjeev Agrawal, Chairman of Orvi surfaces. Mr

Agrawal says, ‘I have had the privilege of visiting some of the world’s finest

historical buildings, observing the magnificence of their architecture and

admiring the craftsmanship that spans many hundreds of years.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

TIMELESS SURFACES

Orvi blends creativity with craftsmanship, technology with tradition and their

western aesthetics with artisanal techniques from Asia and beyond.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY : ORVI SURFACES
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Energy interior design is a new concept that believes in balancing the

energies of a space to advance and improve the life of the dwellers. Every

place exudes its own vibrations, energy interior design works on these

vibrations and uses different interventions or additions to bring about the

desired results. SUN, MOON, SOUL are a holistic healing centre at Vadodara,

Gujarat, pioneering the Energy Interior design concept throughout the

country. Vipul Joshi, the founder of SUN, MOON, SOUL feels that Energy

Interior is the need of the hour.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Vipul Joshi, founder of SUN, MOON, SOUL explains the Energy Interior

Concept through the design of a 3BHK apartment.
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HEALING SPACES
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